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Day’s contents

Debugging

How you can find out why your code does not work

Correct structure of HTML

Some element positioning principles using CSS

More about simple JavaScript-based animations

Your questions
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Reminder of deliverables

Group deliverable (DL 1 December 23:00)
Personal deliverable (DL 1 December 23:00)
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Week 5’s deliverables

Group presentation:
Demo of every group member’s creations

Annotated portfolio:
Collaboratively authored Google doc, consisting of useful reference
material, reusable code blocks that you have found, etc.
(More instructions to be defined)

Personal deliverable: Zip file that contains:
1. Your entire source code folder

+
2. Report on your project: 

what you wanted to create,
how you solved this programming project, 
names of those who helped you or worked together with you

4/4 points only for those who had a chance to help/collaborate
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"Challenges in a business driven environment and 
designer's responsibilities as the voice of the user"
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@ F102
13:15-15:00

Experiences as a design practitioner: the challenges you will be
facing in a business driven environment and your responsibilities
as the voice of the user. You will pick up a few tips and tricks that
will help you influence decision makers and drive product creation
into desirable directions.



Debugging

How you can find out why your code does not work
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Checklist

1. Are you editing the right files?
Do you have the same file open in the browser and in the editor?

2. If the page looks awful:
Have you linked the CSS file to your HTML?

3. If the page does not respond to any action:
Have you linked the JavaScript file to your HTML file?

4. Does the Inspect show errors?

5. Does the browser run the right piece of code?
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1. Are you editing the right files?

Sometimes you are editing a file in an editor (e.g., Atom) 
that is a copy of what you have open in browser

Quick and dirty tests:
HTML: 1. Add some text to your HTML to a visible place. 2. Reload
the page in browser. 3. Did any text appear?

CSS: 1. Change some visible element with
background-color:black; or similar property

JavaScript: Add alert(”hello”); as the first command of your
.js file (e.g., first command after
$(document).ready( function()…
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2. If the page looks awful
3. If the page does not respond to any action

Do you have <link> and <script> lines in the <head> part of 
your HTML with right file names?

<link rel="stylesheet" href="./yourcode.css" />

<script src="./yourcode.js"></script>

Check what sources are linked: or Inspect (Chrome):
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Safari: 
Inspect

element, 
Resources 

tab

Chrome: 
Inspect, 

Resources 
tab



4. Does the Inspect show errors?

Keep the Inspect window open all the time

Click the red dot if you see it appearing:

These errors usually relate to:
Errors in your syntax (e.g., missing ) or } ) 
Typos in your commands or function or variable names
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5. Does the browser run the right piece of code?

Your code may have a logical error, and some code is never
executed

How to test what code the browser actually executes:
1. Add alert(”hello”); to the code and see if it appears on 

screen when you reload the page
2. Add console.log(”hello”); to your code and inspect the

console

3. Add a breakpoint and run your code one step at a time
Method 1: Add debugger; to your code. The browser will stop 
there.
Method 2: Click line number in Inspector’s code window
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Debugging exercise

1. Watch a demo in order to know
what to aim for

2. Download the code from
http://bit.ly/2Dsf4R4

3. Use the previous instructions to 
make it work
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http://bit.ly/2Dsf4R4


Correct structure of HTML

Some element positioning
principles using CSS

More about simple JavaScript-
based animations
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The nesting structure of html elements

Clean layouts can be created using a lot of invisible divs
that wrap elements inside of them

This is not what Adobe XD exports !

Correct structure:
<div id=”wrapper”>

<div id=”phonefront”>
<div id=”screen”>

<div class=”icon”></div>
<div class=”icon”></div>

</div>
</div>

</div>
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Element positioning

Use percentages instead of pixels, if
possible

That makes your page more adaptive to 
different screen dimensions

You can find right values easily by
testing them in the Inspector:

Click on a value and use up/down arrows
The layout changes in real time!
Then write the best-looking values to your
CSS code.
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Some animations with positions:

Use jQuery’s position() function to get real-time top 
and left position:

https://codepen.io/asalovaa/pen/oNNKmry

Use setInterval() to make an object fly on its own:
See the same CodePen
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https://codepen.io/asalovaa/pen/oNNKmry


Your questions
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